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Welcome to 
our Newsletter

Dear families and friends, 
I have said many times 
just how much I value 
Art, Music and Drama and 
how I want it to continue 
developing here in school. 

Last week we saw two events which are the 
culmination of many many hours of creativity and 
hard work. It goes without saying that I hope you 
already have your tickets for Annie. The cast and 
crew have been doing f inal preparations in the 
huge theatre in Gava which has been an exciting 
and sometimes daunting experience! For two 
terms the cast have been rehearsing their dancing, 
singing and acting under Mrs Foreman’s passionate 
and expert direction. Many other members of staff 
have been working hard too to make this special 
performance a success and we look forward to a 
full review in the next newsletter! 

https://www.entrapolis.com/tickets/annie-the-British-college-of-gava
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GCSE and A Level Art Exhibition

Two years ago, Miss Jensen and I discussed our joint vision for Art at BCG. Ensuring 
all students gain a thorough grounding in the essential skills required to be able 
to express their creativity was key to this. Now, 2 years on we have a wide range of 
talented and confident young artists. On Thursday we had our f irst Private View 
where the parents of the students were able to come and see the wonderful work. 

St Jordi

This year I was sad that I was unable to attend the St Jordi celebrations. A year ago I 
said it was one of the best days I had experienced since joining the BCG community 
and from what I have heard, this year was even better! A super addition was that 
we welcomed many of the Early Years parents to school to share in the fun. Recent 
changes to the COVID protocols mean that we will be able to do that much more 
often which is something we are all delighted about. 

Parent Teacher meetings

Last week saw the Parent Teacher meetings for the Primary school. Feedback from 
parents  about the format and quality of discussions has been very good. These are 
important events and strengthen the two way communication between school and 
home.

Surf ‘s Up!

It was so good to see the pictures and video masterpiece’s created by Mr Steadman 
during the Year 7, 8 and 9 Surf lessons last week. We are so lucky to be able to 
offer this as part of our PE curriculum and it was very clear that the students had a 
fantastic time. If you have not seen them, check out our social media!

IBDP Group 4 project presentations

Our Scientists presented their Group 4 projects to teachers and parents in the 
Auditorium last week. It was very clear that they had worked hard and had enjoyed 
this compulsory element to the Diploma course. More detail later in the newsletter.

NABSS Inspection

All British Schools in Spain are inspected every few years to ensure that they are 
meeting all of the regulations and standards required. NABSS, The National 
Association of British Schools in Spain is an association and international accrediting 
body of British independent schools operating in Spain which also has an aff iliation 
with the British Council here.

We have a whole school inspection today and are very much looking forward to 
welcoming the two inspectors to our wonderful school.

Mr Simon Mower
Principal

https://www.instagram.com/britishcollegeofgava/
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Dear Parents, 

Last week a group of Year 6 pupils asked me if I had missed teaching since taking 
on my role as the Head of EYFS & Primary. Without any hesitation, I said a big YES! 
Teaching has been my passion since I was 6 years old and I don’t think it will ever 
leave me. The wonderful thing about this role is making - and being part of - decisions 
about the education and school experience of the over 200 pupils we now have in 
our phase. It has been very exciting to work on a longer term plan that will greatly 
benefit all of our children now and in the years ahead. 

However, sometimes I am very fortunate that I get to go and work in classes and 
still get to teach. I love it! Last week I got to work in the Nursery Turtles Class and it 
was lovely. We played in the ‘class cafe’ and I got to draw snakes with the children 
and show them how to do dot-to-dot. The best part was making puzzles of different 
animals. I had such a nice time that I decided I will spend time in the Nursery every 
Monday afternoon. I am already really looking forward to it.

I also had the great pleasure of working in Year 3 Crabs Class. We had an afternoon 
investigating colours found in natural materials. They worked beautifully in pairs 
and helped each other to succeed. This is learning at its best. Very well done Crabs!

Finally, I would like to say how nice it was to see parents in school for our EYFS & 
Primary parents’ evening. Being able to speak to you in person - without masks - 
was really beneficial to all of our teachers, and me too! We look forward to extending 
opportunities to invite you into school for special events. With this in mind, I am very 
excited to announce we will be holding our annual Summer Fair on Saturday 11th 
June. More details to follow in the next newsletter but I can reveal we will be holding 
our f irst ever BCG International Food Festival led by our Language Ambassadors 
in the Primary School and some of the CAS Secondary students. It is set to be an 
amazing day. If you would like to support us and be involved, please email me 
directly: kelly.wakelin@bcgava.com

Miss Wakelin
Head of EYFS & Primary

PRIMARY NEWS

mailto:kelly.wakelin%40bcgava.com?subject=
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House Captains

We are pleased to announce the new House Captains for the Summer term. Students 
were asked to submit letters detailing their reasons for why they wanted to be a 
House Captain and what they would like to do with this responsibility. The letters 
we received were impressive and we felt proud of all the students who put forward 
their ideas.

 It was a tough choice to make but our House Captains for the f inal term are as 
follows:

Red House: Eve Fassam
Green House: Noa Cedillo
Yellow House: Nora Narvaiza  
Blue House: Noa Martinez 

The House Captains are all excited to be starting in their positions. They already have 
some great ideas for some house competitions and ways to make our houses even 
more present in EYFS and Primary.

We are also happy to welcome the following students to the Primary House 
Committee:

Manel Romero
Jessica Sackey
Noa Carro 

 The House Captains and Committee now have to work hard to see which house will 
be crowned BCG House winner 2022. Go Houses, Go BCG!

BCG Value - Inquirer

Last week our new BCG value was introduced to the children, ‘Inquirer’. In our 
assemblies, we discussed what we thought the inquirer meant and how this would 
look in our classrooms. The students gave some excellent answers even saying they 
also thought one needed to be brave to be an inquirer. I thought this was a great 
thought as it can be diff icult to admit we do not know something but it is a real 
positive to be brave and ask so that we can f ind out the answers. They also linked it 
to our last Value ‘Communicator’ saying that we need to communicate and listen 
well to be able to learn new things. Fantastic thinking Primary!

Year 1 -  Pola and Julen
Year 2 - Ricardo, Lucia, Cesar, Jeronimo
Year 3 - Maia, Diego, Kostia, Samuel
Year 4 - Shujah, Alba, Berta, Emma 
Year 5 - Nicolas and Julietta, Alessandro, Connor
Year 6 - Noa C, Alex, Nelson, Kalina

PRIMARY NEWS
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EYFS AND PRIMARY EASTER EGG HOUSE COMPETITION

Over the Easter holidays, all students of EYFS and Primary were given a challenge 
to decorate an egg. It could be a real egg, a chocolate egg, a drawing basically any 
way you could think of to decorate an egg for Easter. We had some amazing entries 
that showed off some of the real creative talent we have here at BCG. We even had 
some paper mache entries. All of the entries were fantastic; they are now displayed 
outside Miss Wakelin’s off ice for all 
to see. For every entry, the students 
earned their house 5 house points 
so well done to everyone that 
entered because together you 
totalled nearly 150 house points. 
The entries were so good that we 
decided to have both a winner and 
a runner up. The winners each earn 
50 house points for their house and 
the runners up 25.

Our winners are as follows:

 x EYFS Winner
Amaia - Reception - Green house

 x YEAR 1 and 2 Winner
Helena - Year 2B - Yellow house
YEAR 1 and 2 Runner up
Julen - Year 1 - Red house

 x YEAR 3 and 4 Winner
Victoria - Year 4B - Yellow house
YEAR 3 and 4 Runner up
Javi - Year 3A - Red house

 x YEAR 5 and 6 Winner
Yury - Year 5B - Blue house
YEAR 5 and 6 Runner up
Mar - Year 5B - Blue house

We would also like to award a special 25 house points to 
Kalina in Year 6 for an absolutely beautiful piece of art 
work on her egg.

Well done to all of you for your superb effort and 
participation. Go houses, Go BCG!

PRIMARY NEWS
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Primary Music Trips!

Last week the children of Year 3 and Year 4 had the pleasure of attending a concert 
in L´Auditori, Barcelona. The concert, Maaaambo, featured music from across Latin 
America. A full orchestra played samba, mambo, danzon, cha cha cha and much 
more to a concert hall full of students. This show, specif ically designed for school 
children, was performed by the accomplished musicians of the Barcelona Municipal 
Band. 

After the concert the children enjoyed lunch at Parc Ciutadella where they had lots of 
space to run, jump and explore before coming back to the school. It was a wonderful 
experience and one we look forward to recreating again next year when we plan our 
next music trip!

As part of our commitment to The Arts here at BCG, each primary class will have 
a music trip in each academic year. Earlier this term the Years 5 & Year 6 children 
attended the musical “Legally Blond”. This week, as part of this initiative, Year 3 and 
Year 4 got to attend ´Maaaambo´. Next week Nursery and Reception students will 
be going to Palau de la Musica for the “Twinkle Twinkle Baby Star” concert and 
f inally, the following week, Year 1 & Year 2 will go to L´Auditori for the “Els Colors del 
Metal” concert. 

With two more music trips coming in the following weeks, we hope you´ll join us 
back here in the next newsletter to see more pictures of the BCG children exploring 
music in Barcelona city!

Until then,

Ms. O´Connor
Music Teacher 

PRIMARY NEWS
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Theatre Trip - Year 3 and Year 4

PRIMARY NEWS
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Dear parents and guardians,

We have had an exciting two weeks to kick off the Summer Term. 

Our Year 11s and Year 13s are coming to the end of their courses and making the f inal 
preparations for the GCSE and A-level exams before they depart for study leave. 

Unfortunately we had to 
postpone the DofE expedition 
due to extreme weather reports 
and warnings, the students had 
prepared so well but the safety 
and enjoyment of the students 
is paramount so the tough call 
had to be made. 

We have had the start of the surf/
SUP lessons during PE for Key 
stage 3 this week. The course 
got off to an amazing start and 
the students involved loved it. 
I was very impressed with how 
quickly they adapted to a new 
sport and to see the smiles on 
the faces of the students. I knew 
we had some lifelong surfers in 
the making. 

We are currently writing a new 
mobile phone policy for Key 
Stage 3 students as we have had 
an increase in silly behaviour 
with mobile phones. This will be 
released shortly.

Sports day dates: 

EYFS and Lower Primary Sports 
Day: June 2nd 

Sports Day years 3-12: June 16th

Thank you,

Mr Steadman
Head of Secondary

SECONDARY NEWS
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Alexia Moreira 
SEND Teacher Assistant

My name is Alexia and I am thrilled to join the team at BCG 
as a SEND Teaching Assistant. I am currently graduating as 
a psychologist from the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 
after a few months of studying abroad. I recently f inished 
an internship in a Centre of Child Development and Early 
Attention and I couldn’t wait to start working again with 
children and young teens! I consider myself as a really positive 
and uplifting person who really loves traveling among many 
other things.

My f irst days at BCG have been very rewarding, I am looking forward to everything 
this experience has to offer!

Jessica Aswani
Secondary Business Teacher 

My name is Jessica and I am delighted to be part of BCG as 
the Business Studies Teacher.

I studied Advertising & Marketing and after my degree, I have 
been working as Marketing, Export, Product Manager and 
General Director in different multinational companies across 
the world such as Disneyland or Vodafone and supervising 
more than 500 employees. After studying my Master Degree 
in Teaching, I realised that teaching Secondary students for 

the ‘real world’ is my passion so I decided to focus on this and, by having a proper 
business’s perspective, I have a different teaching approach and think new ways to 
motivate, engage and encourage students to get the best outcome from them.

I am responsible, ironic, proactive, hyperactive, positive and empathic. I care about 
students’ education and I love challenging them the whole time! I enjoy my free 
time a lot when I have time to practise any of my hobbies.

The f irst week at the BCG has been amazing. The students are willing to learn and 
they are proactive so they participate a lot during our lessons. Teachers and all the 
members of the staff are quite friendly and helpful which is quite important when 
our job is within the Education sector so well done team! 

Professionalism and motivation are the two main words to describe BCG.

I must say that I am so lucky to be part of this team!

 INTRODUCING NEW STAFF
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 INTRODUCING NEW STAFF

Elena Vyalova 
Piano Teacher

My name is Elena and I am a new piano teacher in BCG. I was 
born in Russia.

Over the last 15 years of my experience as a teacher , I lived 
8 years in China (working in Chinese universities) and now I 
have been living for 9 years in Spain.

I also teach music theory, guitar and ukulele. I have students 
from all over the world, from the US to New Zealand.

I am also a Chinese and Russian language teacher.

I love traveling, sports, reading books and cooking!

I’m happy about being able to work at BCG: to meet great professionals (teachers 
and admin staff) and my new students.

Looking forward to integrating in a new working team and getting a new experience! 

Best regards,

Welcome back to the school, Ms Sadurní!
Catalan and Spanish Teacher (Primary) 

Dear families,

We inform you that after Ms Sadurní’s maternity leave, this last 
term she returns as Catalan and Spanish teacher (primary). 
Ms Navarro, a certif ied Early Childhood teacher, is going to 
replace the classes of Ms Ramírez, who, as you may already 
know, is on maternity leave.

Ms. Pou
Head of Languages

“It is a pleasure to return to school and once again enjoy everything that is experienced 
in our community. I have received a warm welcome from all the students, teachers 
and staff at BCG, full of smiles and happiness. I am excited to see how each of the 
students have grown, their progress and to have the opportunity to meet all the 
new students. For me, it is a gift to be able to continue following their learning, 
dreams and passions. Thanks to everyone for making it really easy to come back.”

Ms Sadurni
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Dear parents,

ECAP and TRIP Sign Up Reminder

Term 3 clubs are now underway!  The booking system is closed 
so if you wish your child to join an activity, please email ecap@
bcgava.com to be added.  For a list of all term 3 ECAP activities 
you can visit our website or click this link.

We have had busy days back to school with 7 trips out so far!  
Please ask our dedicated team to see the trips and visit schedule.  
All trips and visits are considered mandatory and offer considerable, holistic learning 
value that cannot be replicated on campus.  The booking system has now closed so 
any late authorisations should be made via email to trips@bcgava.com.

ECAP 2022-2023

We are in the f inal stages of preparing our ECAP schedule for the new school year.  
We have taken on board advice and feedback from parents and aim to create a 
schedule that will, for the most part, remain unchanged throughout the year.  We 
will be ready to share this with you in the coming weeks.

Ms Bell
Head of Enrichment

ENRICHMENT NEWS

mailto:ecap%40bcgava.com?subject=
mailto:ecap%40bcgava.com?subject=
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xJJLaVRblMDhYXzElOFybgVTNaSNW65J/view?usp=sharing
mailto:trips%40bcgava.com?subject=
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Languages Department
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 x French
Zakaria Dali Faouzi (Y7 A)

 x Spanish
Valeria Taransenko (Y11)

 x Catalan
Carolina Dos Santos (Y10)

Secondary

The linguists of the week for our 
second value, OPEN-MINDED, are:

 x Reception: Spanish
Samuel Reguilon

 x Year 1:  Spanish
Juan Jaquotot

 x Year 2: Catalan 
Lucia Dennis
Gabriela Worthington

 x Year 3:  Spanish
Alba Martí
Saina Antonova

 x Year 4: Catalan 
Clara Roda

 x Year 5: French 
Jordi Crespo Ramírez 

 x Year 6: French 
Jessica Sackey

EYFS and Primary

The linguists of the week in EYFS 
and Primary for being excellent 
communicators in one of the 3 
languages are:

LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 

LINGUISTS OF THE WEEK
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EYFS and Primary

CATEGORY A

 x Reception/Nursery - Drawing of the 
legend of Sant Jordi
Winner: Amaia Rodríguez, Reception
Runner Up: Danae Poll, Nursery

CATEGORY B
 x Year 1 - Drawing on the legend of 

Sant Jordi
Winner: Edoardo Torricelli
Finalist: Pola Lelek

CATEGORY C
 x Year 1 - Drawing and couplet

Winner: Sofia Maria Tarancon
Finalist: Karys Doyle

Upper Primary

CATEGORY D

 x Year 3 - Year 4 - History with 
Pictograms
Winner: Isabel Salvatore, Y4
Finalist: Hugo Martin, Y3

CATEGORY E

 x Year 5 - Year 6 - 
Calligram
Winner: Tomas 

Perez, Y6
Finalist: Martina 

Garcia, Y5

CATEGORY F

 x Year 5 - Year 6 - Calligram (second 
language category)
Winner: Nina Khmelntska, Y5
Runner-up: Kalina Lelek, Y6

Secondary

CATEGORY G

 x Year 7 - Year 8 - Year 
9 - Poetry or story
Winner: Sara Lozano, 

Y9
Runner-up: Wanda 

Ferran, Y8

CATEGORY H

 x Year 7 - Year 8 - Year 9 - Poetry or 
story (second language category)
Winner: Ema Zaneve, Y9
Runner-up: Anna Luneva, Y7

CATEGORY I

 x Year 10 - Year 11 - Year 12 - Year 13 - 
Poetry or story
Winners: Hector de Haro and Mariona 

Masclans, Y12
Runner-up: Judith Rey, Y10

CATEGORY J

 x Year 10 - Year 11 - Year 12 - Year 13- 
Poetry or story (second language 
category)
Winner: Sergi Plotnikov, Y12
Runner-up: Benjamin Tennent, Y10

The winners and f inalists of the literary contest (Jocs Florals) held for Sant Jordi, in 
which the students had to write about the subject of peace, are:

LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 

SANT JORDI - LITERARY CONTEST IN CATALAN AND SPANISH
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SANT JORDI CULTURAL WEEK
Y10 curricular activity related to the subject of Catalan Language and Literature

On April 20, in the BCG auditorium, Jorge Gamero, author of the book Tòquio al cor, 
presented his book to us and explained what inspired him to write it. Catalan Year 10 
students had the opportunity to ask the writer questions about the characters, the 
content of the book and the writing process. Previously, they had read and worked 
on the book in class and had prepared questions. It has been a gret experience for 
them to be able to meet the author of the book they have read in person, since it 
has given them the opportunity to share their impressions and deepen the reading 
experience.

Miss Benito
Secondary Spanish and Catalan Teacher

SPANISH CIVIL WAR TOUR AND VISIT TO THE AIR RAID SHELTER 307

As part of the Y11 history curriculum, 
students have been working on a project 
about the Spanish Civil War and its impact 
on the city of Barcelona. As a consolidation 
of the concepts acquired during this 
course, the students had the opportunity 
to take a Tour of the Civil War in the city 
of Barcelona and learn in situ the causes 
and consequences of the Spanish Civil 
War. In addition, as a complement to this 
activity, they visited the 307 anti-aircraft 
shelter, built during the Spanish Civil 
War and whose objective was to protect 
the population from the bombings that 
Barcelona suffered.

With these 
two activities, 
the students 
have not only 
been able to consolidate the basic contents taught 
during this academic year, but have also been able 
to take a critical and reflective look at this historical 
framework.

Miss Silvia
Secondary Spanish Teacher

LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT SCHOOL TRIPS
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Y12 ACADEMIC OUTING RELATED TO THE SUBJECT SPANISH A: 
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Theater play La plaça del diamant by Mercè Rodoreda, Teatro Poliorama- Barcelona

A group of students from the Y12 Spanish A: Language and Literature course attended 
the theatrical adaptation of the novel “La plaça del diamant” by Mercè Rodoreda at 
the Poliorama theater in Barcelona. After the performance, there was a discussion 
with the actors of the Eòlia company. Our students have read the classic novel by the 
Catalan writer in class and now they are going to compare the written work with the 
theater adaptation made by Paco Mir, actor of El Tricicle.

Ms. Pou
Head of Languages
IBDP Spanish Teacher

LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT SCHOOL TRIPS
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INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE

Year 12 - Accomplish your goals by dedicating a little time each day

Students have a busy last term as we reach the end of our f irst year of the IB Diploma 
Programme. It is important at this stage that they dedicate time to independent 
study every evening and over the weekends to ensure that they make a little progress 
each day. This will help to avoid the accumulation of work which could result in them 
feeling overwhelmed or stressed. This is particularly true for Group 6 subjects (Visual 
Arts and Theatre) as work and commitment should be ongoing. 

An effective study timetable is essential, including making good use of the library 
during study periods. 

Students should talk to their Tutor or subject teachers if they need any support with 
organisation or study skills.

Important dates & deadlines for the Summer Term

2nd - 6th May: Global Politics speeches

Continue reading the newsletter for more details.

16th May: Pamoja - End of year examinations

Economics and Psychology students studying online with pamoja will sit their end 
of Year 1 examinations on Monday 16th May. Information has already been sent out 
to the students in question.

20th May: Extended Essay - Full draft deadline

Students should be working on their Extended Essay each day to ensure that they 
meet this deadline. Essays will be read by supervisors and in depth, written feedback 
will be given so that students can improve their essay over the summer ready for the 
f inal deadline at the end of August. 

We remind you that the Extended Essay is an off icial component of the IBDP and 
must be completed successfully by each student in order to be awarded the full 
Diploma.

Students should talk to their supervisor or Ms Delmet if they have any concerns 
about the Extended Essay.

23rd May - 2nd June: End of Year 1 Examinations (IBDP Mocks)

Over these 2 weeks students will be assessed on all content covered in Year 1 of 
the IBDP so far. Students must complete these examinations successfully in order 
to ensure continuation of the full Diploma Programme. Grades will help inform 
decisions on projected/predicted grades for University. 
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Classes will continue as normal during these 2 weeks and all students are expected 
to be in school following their normal timetable.

The timetable for these examinations will be available for students early next week.

6th - 10th June: ESS - First full version of Internal Assessment deadline

This is an off icial IBDP component.

8th June: Theatre - Final Research Presentations

Theatre students will complete this off icial IB component throughout the day and 
present their research f indings on a world theatre tradition to Y10 drama students 
and staff. The presentation will be recorded and sent to the IB for evaluation. 

8th June: Visual Arts - Comparative Study - Full draft deadline

Students complete a visual essay which analyses and compares three artworks from 
different contexts with a related theme. 

10th June, 15:00 - 16:30: TOK Exhibition

Students will exhibit their TOK projects for parents, staff and students and Mr 
Foreman will give a short presentation about this unique, flagship IBDP core subject.

Please note that students will have already submitted their work for assessment and 
should follow Mr Foreman’s guidelines.

15th June: Theatre - Final Collaborative Project performance

Theatre students are working collaboratively to create their own play and completing 
a process portfolio of the creative process as they go along. After the performance, 
each student will choose 2 parts of the play that they would like to present to the IB 
for examination along with an evaluation of the play as a whole and their own part 
in it. 

This is an off icial IBDP component.

Ms Fenton
IB Coordinator

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
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International Baccalaureate - Group 4 Project

Each group had chosen a specif ic topic within the area of sustainability to focus on 
and carried out a two day long research project to answer a question they derived 
themselves. 

On Wednesday they were given the opportunity to present their f indings and results 
to an audience of peers, teachers and parents. We were thrilled with the diversity of 
topics chosen and the interest and effort that our students put into their work. It 
was a wonderful exhibition of collaboration and everyone worked incredibly hard to 
complete their projects to a high standard. 

Now the students will move forwards and use the skills they have developed during 
this research project to start to think about and prepare for their internal assessments 
in science - an independent research project on a topic of their choice.

International Baccalaureate - Global Politics speeches

Students will be presenting their speeches at lunch times for parents, staff and 
students.

The Higher Level Global Politics students have been preparing 10 minute speeches 
for their external assessments. They are expected by the IB to identify a key issue 
which has global reach, explain the problems and present a possible solution. A 
sample of the topics include: Pollution and the Mar Menor in Spain, Deforestation 
and Imperialism in South America, The monetisation of health: US ‘Big Pharma’ and 
Poverty and Discrimination in the South of Spain. Students have researched the 
topics, written and presented draft speeches. 

The school would like to welcome Year 10 - 11 students and parents to support a f inal 
recital of the speeches before they are recorded and sent for external moderation 
by the IB. 

 x On Monday May 2nd, Julian and Hector will present their speech. 

 x On Wednesday May 4th, Giada, Kiara and Yuvgen. 

 x On Thursday May 5th, Ivan and Arianne.

Timing is from 13:30 to 14:15. 

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
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International Baccalaureate - CAS Corner

“Hello readers!  I’m Julio, a year 12 student that has been initiating a YouTube project 
as part of my CAS.  A few weeks ago, Oriol (a classmate) and I, decided to create a 
Maths YouTube channel to help other IB students to revise. We needed a long term 
project as part of our CAS experience and thought this was the best idea as maths 
is a subject we both love.  We have so far f ilmed 6 videos following the IB maths AA 
Hl book, and we already have 45 subscribers! 

Our main goal is to be able to help students not only in the British College of Gava 
but all over the world, especially to less privileged students that do not have the 
same opportunities as us.  We believe Maths is a fundamental subject that everyone 
should have access to, and although there are many Maths YouTube channels out 
there, very few are run by students. We have also become very aware of how helpful 
this initiative is for ourselves as we have to revise all content before teaching it in 
our videos.  In terms of subscribers we aim to have 100 by the end of June and we 
hope you can help us achieve this.  Please share our link with all Math enthusiasts 
you know and help us launch our site to the world!”

Visit our channel and subscribe here. 

Julio Suarez, 
Year 12 CAS Primary Liaison Group

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE

https://youtube.com/channel/UCeh_gO9XJrP0d7vCHD1yKxw
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A Level and IGCSE Art & Design Showcase

On Thursday 28th of April we had the 
opening of BCG Arts 2022 Exhibition 
of the A Level and IGCSE Art & Design 
courses at BCG. Our Year 13 and Year 
11 students had just completed their 
f inal projects and wanted to share 
their work with their families and 
friends. 

This is a celebration of their success, 
and a great opportunity for parents 
of Year 10 art students, and parents 
of those in Year 9 that are thinking 
of taking art next year to learn more 
about the subject.

ART EXHIBITION
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BCG VOTE

BCG vote pour le prochain président de la République française!

On Sunday 24th April, the second round of the presidential election took place in 
France.

It was the perfect opportunity for Y8 and Y9 students to learn more about the French 
electoral system and to understand the impact the result would have on France but 
also on the European Union and the world.

On Friday 22nd April, our 8 native speakers delivered a presentation to their peers 
about the two f inalists - Emmanuel Macron and Marine Le Pen - and their ideas 
in terms of education, immigration, identity, international relations, etc. The two 
classes then made up their minds and voted for their favorite candidate.

Y8 and Y9 BCG students decided to reelect Emmanuel Macron with 72% of the votes 
when in the real election 58% French people voted for Macron and 42% for Le Pen. 

Merci aux étudiants natifs pour leur motivation et organisation!
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It is our great pleasure to introduce you to the amazing cast members who are 
making the f inal production of the upcoming musical “Annie”. A lot is achieved when 
there is a good atmosphere and students are enjoying themselves during rehearsal 
time. This is going to be an amazing show. 

Did you get your tickets? Hurry, 
the date is getting closer.

You can get them here.

ANNIE - THE MUSICAL - 7th OF MAY

https://www.entrapolis.com/tickets/annie-the-British-college-of-gava
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Ready for fun? Discover our Summer Camps!

We are happy to announce that you can now sign up for our summer camps.

Discover our summer camps in Barcelona. This is the best opportunity for children of 
all ages to practice English whilst having fun, discovering new interests and meeting 
new friends from all over the world.

1) SUMMER CAMP - Building a New World

3 to 10 years old

2) SUMMER CAMP - Leading the Change

11 to 14 years old

3) ENGLISH CAMP - Emerging Global Citizens

13 to 17 years old

For more information visit  our dedicated webpage or contact us at summercamp@
bcgava.com or via WhatsApp at +34 676931380.

BCG SUMMER CAMP

https://www.britishcollegegava.com/en/wider-curriculum/summer-camp-homepage
mailto:summercamp%40bcgava.com?subject=
mailto:summercamp%40bcgava.com?subject=
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GLIMPSE OF THE WEEKSGLIMPSE OF THE WEEKS
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GLIMPSE OF THE WEEKS
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GLIMPSE OF THE WEEKS

YEAR 2 TRIP - DINOSAUR HUNTERS


